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Glossary
Aposematic- refers to the appearance of an animal that
warns predators it is toxic, distasteful, or dangerous.

Dorsal - of or relating to the upper side or back of an animal,
Estrus - a recurring period of sexual receptivity and fertility in many
female mammals; heat.

Guard hairs - Most mammals have three distinct kinds of hairs:
Guard hairs protect the rest of the pelage (fur) from abrasion and

Keratin - a family of fibrous structural proteins that compose the
key structural materials found in human skin, hair and nails, as well
as the scales, claws and shells of reptiles, the beaks, talons and
feathers of birds, as well the hair and claws of mammals, among
other things.

Natal – referring to features animals are born with that are different
from their mature form.Precocial - hatched or born in an advanced
state and able to feed itself almost immediately

frequently from moisture, and they usually lend a characteristic color

Quill – are hardened, semi-hollow spines that can be released by

pattern. The thicker underfur (down) is primarily insulating and may

contact with them, or they may drop out when the porcupine shakes

differ in color from the guard hairs. The third common hair type is the

its body. Technically, spines are hard pointed, needle-like

vibrissa, or whisker, a stiff, typically elongate hair that functions in

anatomical structure typically used for defensive projection. Spines

tactile sensory reception.

are found in a wide range of animals, both vertebrate and

Iteroparous - offspring are produced in groups (litters, clutches,
etc.) of more than one at a time and across multiple seasons (or

invertebrate. Not all spines are capable of being released on
contact like the porcupine’s quills are.

other periods hospitable to reproduction). The term iteroparity

Philopatric- the tendency of an organism to stay in or habitually

comes from the Latin itero, to repeat, and pario, to beget.

return to a particular area.
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Brandywine Zoo North American Porcupine
'Peanut’
Female

Estimated Date of Birth: 03/01/2013
Came to the Brandywine Zoo on 04/03/2018

About Name: Peanut came with her name
Peanut came from Elmwood Park Zoo.

Some of Peanut's favorite spots in her habitat include in her
wooden shelter, behind her hollowed out log, or up in the
branches sleeping. She blends in well so look carefully for
her all over her habitat.

Make the Latin Relatable: Its Latin name means "quill pig"
Status- Least Concern

NORTH AMERICAN PORCUPINE FUN FACTS
They are the second largest rodents found in North America

Geographic Region and Range

ranking only after beavers.

NA porcupines are the northern

Porcupines make a wide variety of sounds ranging from

of all porcupines. They inhabit

whimpers to screams, depending upon the circumstance

much of North America between
the Arctic Ocean and northern

The diet is primarily vegetation, including leaves, tender, stems,

Mexico. Porcupines are found

fruits, blossoms, and roots.

throughout most of Alaska and
Canada, in the northern part of

The North American porcupine is also an excellent tree-climber

the Great Lakes region, all

and spends much of its time in trees.

throughout the west and
northeast regions of the United
States.

Female Porcupines are usually 10% smaller than male
porucpines.

Habitat

Quills and Defense

Porcupine habitat varies geographically. These rodents prefer

Porcupines are the only mammal in North America to use quills

bushy shrub lands and woodlands. They can also be found in

to deter predators! Despite what movies and cartoons show,

desert and tundra regions. They generally live in holes of tree

porcupines cannot shoot their quills. Quills only come off when

trunks.

shedding (like hair) or when the tip is stuck into something, like
a predator. When frightened, porcupines can make their

What are AZA Zoos doing for Porcupines?
North American Porcupines are managed as
Yellow level SSP program by the RIL (Rodent,
Insectivore, Lagomorph) TAG, along with other
SSP porcupine species African crested, African
cape, prehensile-tailed.
As of 2018, 96 porcupine live at 56 AZA facilities.

spines stand up. Standing their quills up is called piloerection –
just like we when get goose bumps or a scared cat’s hair
stands up on end.
However, quills do present some dangers to porcupines.
Falling out of trees is quite common for porcupines, and selfimpalement is definitely a hazard. To protect themselves,they
have antibiotics in their skin. Those antibiotics prevent
infection when a porcupine is stuck with its own quills upon
hitting the ground.

